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Financing American Colleges In The Ante-Bellum
Period: A Survey of Methods

By Joseph M. McCarthy

Assistant to the Director

Institute of Human Sciences

Boston College

Chestnut Hill. Massachusetts 02167

From the earliest days, American higher education had serious

financial problems. In our own day, we are accustomed to prophecies

of the demise of private colleges and the constant efforts of development

offices to secure new sources of revenue. But whatever methods are

chosen to cope with current financial problems and no matter how
dark the forecast for the financial future of colleges, these methods
and forecasts have their root or counterpart in past experience.

When one speaks of the methods used by American colleges and
universities to finance themselves, virtually the first means that springs

to mind is the solicitation of individual benefactions. Most generally,

I suppose, we think of these because we have all at one time or another

been approached by our alma mater for such donations. Yet in the

earliest period of American colleges there were virtually no alumni,

and, until the turn of the twentieth century, precious few. Thus it was
that such benefactions were most often sought from individual wealthy

patrons.

So many of our colleges are named for their earliest or most
indulgent benefactor that it is clear that such naming must have been a

condition of the gift. Qliite early in our history, Cotton Mather pointed

out to Elihu Yale that a Yale College might be "much better than an
Egyptian pyramid" as a memorial.^ After some persuasion, Yale
donated dry goods which yielded about 500 pounds sterling on the

American market. ^ For such a relatively modest donation, Yale achieved

immortality of a sort.

The names of other colleges were for sale, as witness the educational

immortality of James Bowdoin, William Denison, Henry Rutgers, and
William Carleton. The transactions were not always easy or smooth.
Rhode Island College at Providence, for example, first wooed a wealthy
Llewelin, then was reduced to offering its name to whomever would
donate six thousand dollars. There were, sad to say, no takers. When
the price came down to five thousand dollars, Nicholas Brown took
the bait—and was in for $160,000 ere his benefactions ended.^ Pity

such poor schools as Amherst, which, despite repeated attempts, never
managed to sell its name!

iQted in Frederick Rudolph, The American College and University: A History
(N. Y.: 1962), 9.

2The figure of 400 pounds is given in Charles F. Thwing, A History of Higher
Education in America (N. Y. : 1906), 325; Rudolph, American College, 9, puts
the figure at 550 pounds.

^Rudolph, American College, 181; Thwing, History of Higher Education, 327-328.
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We are most apt to think of individual benefactions in terms of

the post bellum period when Vassar, Smith, Johns Hopkins, Stanford,

Chicago and Wellesley were endowed. Yet the struggHng colonial

colleges relied heavily on this sort of munificence, even though

. . . from 1721 to 1746 the largest personal benefaction received

in cash by Yale was about £28. Even in the case of Harvard,
in 1746—more than a century after its foundation—endowment
in securities amounted to only £11,150 in debased Massachusetts

currency.*

Add to this the fact the bequests to the "newer" schools (Brown,
Columbia, Dartmouth, Delaware, Penn, Princeton and Rutgers)

amounted to only £7,402 in the three decades before the Revolution,^

and it is obvious that the earliest colleges in our country did not exactly

thrive on individual donations. It is, of course, virtually impossible

to deal effectively with such figures, as they do not include donations

of materiel, such as Elihu Yale's bequest.

The colleges also interested themselves in soliciting community
subscriptions, whether these were to be paid in currency, produce, or

labor. In 1769, for example, Princeton's agents rounded up about a

thousand pounds worth of produce in Georgia, and the school sent a

ship to take it to market.^ In the years preceding the Revolution, such

subscriptions brought to the newer schools the following amounts:
Brown, £3,775; Columbia, £2,900: Dartmouth, £750; Penn, £4,500;

Princeton, £6,600; Rutgers, £2,300.'' The combined total for newer
schools up to the Revolution would thus be £20,805. Of course, many
pledges were never delivered on, since they were often made in produce
and were thus canceled by a poor crop. It is all but impossible, there-

fore, to assess the effect of such pledges on the finances of early colleges.

That such community subscriptions did not fall from favor after

the Revolution is apparent from the work of the Congregational

ministers of Iowa and their wives, who gave the state university

$452.65 in 1849, $153 in 1852, and $711 in 1853.«

Until the third decade of the nineteenth century, lotteries were
looked upon as a sort of voluntary tax, and were a major money-raiser

for colleges. Their popularity was tempered only by the fact that six

to fourteen percent of the gross of a successful lottery went toward
expenses, and the person or institution running an unsuccessful one was
responsible for the assumption of unsold tickets.^ Lotteries were thus

a somewhat chancy method of raising money.

^Beverly McAnear, "The Raising of Funds by the Colonial Colleges," Mississippi

Valley Historical Review, XXXVIII (1952), 593-594; Thwing, History of Higher
Education, 325, presents an interesting list of benefactions to Yale in the early

period.

sMcAnear, "Raising of Funds," 598.

^Rudolph, American College, 182.

''McAnear, "Raising of Funds," 595-596.

^Thwing, History of Higher Education, 324.

^McAnear, "Raising of Funds." 597.
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In the pre-Revolutionary period, eighteen lotteries were held to

benefit colleges (nearly all of them prior to 1764).^" Yet there is some
uncertainty about interpreting their results, as is illustrated by the

lottery which Harvard held to buy Joseph Pope's orrery. Three thousand
tickets were sold at two dollars each on a total of 696 cash prizes

amounting to $4,169. Our source straightfacedly tells us that ".
. . after

paying premiums of about $2,700 and $2,250 to Mr. Pope for his

orrery, a balance of some $400 above expenses was paid into Harvard
College treasury. "^^ Even a casual accounting will reveal that this

lottery, if the account be true, was on a par with the old shell game.
If such transactions were typical of lotteries, it is small wonder that

they gradually fell into desuetude as immoral. Yet they may well have
done enormous good for colleges. Thwing speaks of a New York
lottery which brought in a total of $270,000 for Union, Hamilton
College, and the College of Physicians and Surgeons. ^^ Nonetheless,

by the 1830's lotteries were no longer a feature of American life and
education.

In addition to the above sources, American colleges in the pre-

Revolutionary period sent funcl-raisers to the British Isles. Holland,

the British West Indies, and the American South. These agents were
generally clergymen, and were able to enlist the services of diocese in

their work. Their appeal would be made from pulpits, and the collec-

tions taken up during church services. Customarily such agents por-

trayed the American colleges as missionary organizations dedicated to

Christianizing the Indians. The colleges grossed over £69.000 in Eng-
land and America by the employment of such agents. ^^

In addition to such prosaic methods as these, colleges were also

wont to seek funds from a bewildering variety of other sources. In an

effort to match a sum promised by a benefactor, Boston College held

a fair at Boston Music Hall in 1864 which netted over $27,000.1^^ Only
two years later, a similar fair brought in $30,728.'^ Kenyon College

of Ohio had in the 1820's numerous New England sewing circles to

provide funds for it.^'' Some schools became so desperate as to offer

perpetual scholarships, especially in the era 1835-1860, but these worked
to the detriment of the schools utilizing them, and soon went by the

board.^' Various other schemes, such as attempts by zealous presidents

to endow colleges with the proceeds of inventions, proved ineffective on
the whole, and were soon out of vogue.^^

iiA. R. Spofford, "Lotteries in American History," Annual Report of the American
Historical Association for 1892, 179.

i^Thwing, History of Higher Education, 329.

i^McAnear, "Raising of Funds," 598-611; these amounts have been reckoned to

be the equivalent of five million dollars.

^'^Centennial History of Boston College (Chestnut Hill, 1963), 20-21.

isDavid R. Dunigan, A History of Boston College (Milwaukee, 1947), 91-95;

Centennial History, 21.

ii^George F. Smythe, Kenyon College: Its First Century (New Haven, 1924), 65.

i7Rudolph, American College, 190-192.

18/fezU, 184.
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Tuition ought to be mentioned as a means of college finance. At
the same time, i*^ must be admitted that this should not loom too large

in any account of fund raising. After all. Dartmouth's tuition was only

thirteen dollars in 1779, Harvard's only twenty dollars in 1807, and
only six of Dartmouth's 1806 graduating class of thirty-nine had
squared their accounts with the college by the time of their departure.

The rest owed a total of $1,222.18, to "say nothing of $2,317.47 owed by
the other three classes. ^^ Actually, the practice of bidding for students

and seeking poor students so as not to seem snobbish soon vitiated

tuition's value as a source of income.^"

All of the sources of funds mentioned above are private. Yet
America's colleges in the early period were not loath to accept monev
from the government.

The principal ways in which the several States have aided

higher education may be enumerated as follows: (1) by granting

charters with privileges; (2) by freeing officers and students

of colleges and universities from military duty; (3) by exempt-

ing the persons and property of the officers and students from
taxation; (4) by granting land endowments; (5) by granting

permanent money endowments of statute law; (6) by making
special appropriations from funds raised by taxation; (7) by
granting the benefits of lotteries, and (8) by special gifts of

buildings and sites.-^

Some of this enumeration seems to err on the side of subtlety, as in

the case of "granting the benefits of lotteries."

In the three decades from 1745 to 1775, Columbia, Penn, and Dart-

mouth received a total of £2,776 of public funds.^^ The Great and
General Court of Massachusetts appropriated funds for Harvard on

over one hundred occasions before 1789, and Williams College received

$150,000 between 1793 and 1868.23 ^or were all of these funds directly

appropriated. In addition to the sources listed above, legislatures

assigned colleges income from ferry and bridge tolls, duties on furs

and tobacco, and proceeds from prize ships.-^

Federal aid to higher education is, of course, a subject in itself.

The Ordinance of 1787 and the Morril Act of 1862 deserve detailed

examination, both in their provisions and their application. Suffice

it to say that Federal support has always been of extreme importance

to American higher education, despite the denials which were fashion-

able between the end of the Civil War and 1958.-^

i^Brubacher, John S. and Willis Rudy, Higher Education in Transition (N. Y.

:

1958), 38.

20Rudolph, American College, 199.

2iFrank W. Blackmar, The History of Federal and State Aid to Higher Education
in the United States (Washington, 1890), 24.

22McAnear, "Raising of Funds," 593.

23Rudolph, American College, 185-187.

2'1'Brubacher and Rudy, Higher Education, 37; Rudolph, American College, 14.

25Cf. Rudolph, American College, 189; the most exliaustive discussion of Federal

(and State) Aid to higher education is to be found in Blackmar, History of

Federal and State Aid.
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It is difficult in the extreme to evaluate the effect of the utilization

of all of these income sources by ante-bellum colleges. Certainly, all

of these sources combined brought no more than £43,000 to the seven

"newer" colleges prior to the Revolution.^^ But Ave have already noted

that sending fund-raisers abroad and to the South brought in £69.000
in that period, which would indicate that the "elder three," Harvard,
Yale, and William and Mary, must have gotten the lion's share of

moneys to be had, whatever the source. It is more useful to note that

the productive funds of all the colleges did not exceed $500,000 at the

beginning of the nineteenth century .^^

Perhaps it is enough, all things considered, to state simply that the

funds raised from the various sources were sufficient to sustain higher

education until the coming of the post-bellum period brought hordes

of patrons. Yet if higher education survived, individual colleges

|>erished, e.g., Transylvania University.^^ What American higher edu-

cation would be like if all of the colleges founded prior to the Civil

War had survived is a subject for fascinating speculation. The best

that can be said is that enough funds were available to sustain continued

life and growth in a sufficiency of American colleges.

The difficulties experienced by American colleges in this period are

all the more apparent when their financial vicissitudes are measured
against the affluence of later days, i.e., when it is considered that the

productive funds of colleges amounted to four hundred million dollars

at the turn of the century, and that at Columbia the annual gifts between

1890 and 1901 surpassed all of those to that time (and this in a decade

of economic recession! ) .^^ That the percentage increase in funding

outstrips the percentage increase in institutions is more than probable,

although it has not been demonstrated.

It is all but impossible to relate the statistics given above to the value

of money in a given era (whether generally or in relation to a par-

ticular struggling school) , and to the total financial profile of higher

education in the same era. The figures are, however, instructive in

one respect: they present a fragmented but convincing picture of the

determination of school officials and common citizens to sustain the

existence and growth of American higher education by any means
available.

26McAnear, "Raising of Funds," 598.

27Thwing, History of Higher Education, 325.

28Richard C. Wade, The Urban Frontier: Urban Life in Early Pittsburgh, Cincin-

nati, Lexington, Louisville, and St. Louis (Chicago, 1964), .293.

29Thwing, History of Higher Education, 333, Rudolph, American College, 426.
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